
  Friday, 28th August 2021 

With Miss Megha, Miss Matisse 

and Miss Alaura  

Starfish daily story 



Where’s the Rainbow fish? 
For another one of our sensory experiences this morning Miss Matisse and Miss Alaura made a 

rainbow fish sensory bag with glitter and sequins as well as a big picture of the rainbow fish 

with water so the starfish could push the glitter and sequins around the bag to match the rain-

bow fish. Harlow loved playing with the sensory bag pushing the sequins up to the top of the bag 

and watching them slowly fall down, making sure to use it as much as she could. Madeleine was 

so excited to have a turn playing with the sensory bag she was screaming with excitement to 

Miss Alaura and Miss Matisse with a massive smile on her face. Arden was so happy she got 

straight up and walked to the doors ready to feel the sensory bag slapping the bag to make the 

water and glitter in the bag splash up. As she did that she looked to Miss Alaura and Miss Ma-

tisse smiling and laughing so hard. What a great day we had!  

Learning outcomes: 1.1, 1.2, 2.1, 4.1,. 4.2 

Written by Miss Matisse  



Our sensory tray! 
What a fun morning it has been on our book week dress up day! Miss Alaura decided to set up the yard 

with the a sensory tray filled with streamers and sea animals for the babies to play in and explore. Ar-

den was the first to walk up to the tray looking in it and seeing what she could find before sitting 

down and feeling through the streamers and picking up the sea animals. Not long after Norah and Hai-

ley sat in the tray feeling around the tray and playing with the different materials in the tray. Made-

leine was happy to sit next to the tray playing with the sea animals and throwing the streamers up in 

the air. Felix was a bit hesitant about the tray not knowing what it was but after seeing his friend Ar-

den playing in it he went over to the tray and started playing in it too.  

Learning outcomes: 1.1, 1.2, 2.1, 4.1, 4.2 

Written by Miss Matisse  



 Indoors and outdoors! 
Our indoors and outdoors were great fun today as children loved to do indoor-outdoor play experi-

ences. Ms Alaura set up outside as a sea theme in which she put some sea animals on the walls, blew 

lots of bubbles, swirls and a lot more things which children excitedly enjoyed a lot.  

Harlow and Arden tried to follow bubbles and pop them whereas Felix walked around and carefully 

observed the whole environment. Norah and Maddy found their interest in stacking rings activity and 

soon joined their peers in outdoor play. 

Learning outcomes: 1.2, 1.4, 2.3, 4.4, 5.2 

Written by : Megha  



Have a lovely 

weekend 

families! 



Analysis of learning 
Focusing on social-skills 

Peer-bonding 

Gross motor skills 

Use of cognitive skills 

Reflection of the day 
It was such a great day today where we all loved to dress up 

as Rainbow fish and enjoyed our Ocean themed outdoors with 

some rainbow swirls, sea animals, sensory play and bubbles. 

Children enjoyed the time with their peers, strengthening 

tehri peer-bonding's. 


